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in his ideas    He despised the new German Republic and
prophesied that it would not last many years
Our people need a monarchy,   he said      flt is necessary
for German unity and discipline     We have no instinct for
democracy, which personally I regard as a disgusting illusion
Without leadership and headship a nation is a mob, and we
are not yet a nation in the same sense as France or England
We are a collection of States with separate characteristics
Without the return of the Monarchy, Germany will become
anarchical and disorderlv    Besides, how can a great Empire
like this be governed by sham idealists like Scheidemann and
low-class fellows like Ebert?   It s preposterous    It s a farce
It s a humiliation
He paced up and down his room again like a caged \volf»
with his pince nez dangling and his thin hands restless behind
his back
The Republic does not exist, he said * It is a facade
put up as a temporary peepshow Behind it, thank God, are
the old instincts and traditions and minds which belonged
to pre-war Germany They are lying low But they are
there, unchanged and unalterable The administration is in
their hands The Civil Service, the Banks, the Universities,
the Law Coxirts are staffed by men who have no allegiance
to this sham democracy, and will one day denounce it They
stand firm against ting insidious disease of fifymmiinianij which
is a Russian microbe infecting the brains of hungry and
embittered classes
He turned abruptly and spoke to Gaftires with great
earnestness
"My dear sir, I have no violent enmity against France.,
your great nation which has led the way of civilization for b>
thousand years    I say that sincerely, as a German,    I spea&~
French fairly well, as you are good enough to admit    I have
Irved many years in France    I have the greatest admiration;
for French art, and literature, and science, and mode of Itfe^ j
Yw are civilized   That is undeniable   You are the defenders

